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Using code Lcode the mechanisms of defocusing of electron bunches at wakefield excitation in plasma have 
been demonstrated. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Resonant excitation of wakefield by a long sequence 

of relativistic electron bunches is difficult, because it is 
difficult in an experiment to support homogeneous and 
stationary plasma. In [1] the resonant mechanism of 
wakefield excitation has been studied by the nonreso-
nant sequence of short electron bunches. Synchroniza-
tion of frequencies has been realized due to (self-
cleaning of sequence of bunches) defocusing and shift 
on the radius of some bunches (being in “bad” phases of 
wave). In this article the results of numerical simulation 
of defocusing mechanisms of electron bunches by the 
2d3v code lcode [2] are presented. In the dielectric ac-
celerator and plasma the electrons of bunches are defo-
cused: 

- due to shift of bunches relatively to a wave in non-
resonant case due to difference between repetition 
frequency of bunches and eigenfrequency of wave 
ωm≠ω0 some bunches get in the areas of large ra-
dial forces;  

- due to finite length of bunches ∆ξb their one fronts 
are focused, and second fronts are defocused; 

- misalignment of bunches at their inhomogeneous 
focusing/defocusing leads to misalignment of 
wave and, consequently, to the change of condi-
tions of focusing/defocusing; 

- due to finite radius of bunches rb≠0 some their 
electrons get in the finite radial field; 

- bunches, getting in the focusing phases of the field, 
are broaden at certain conditions due to broaden-
ing of the betatron oscillations; 

- electrons of bunches are also defocused due to 
misalignment of wave because plasma electron 
leaving, compensating a charge of bunches, from 
the axis results in that plasma frequency on the 
axis ωpe(r=0) is less than plasma frequency on pe-
riphery ωpe(r=0)≠ωpe(r≠0).  

DEFOCUSING MECHANISMS OF 
ELECTRON BUNCHES AT WAKEFIELD 

EXCITATION BY THEM IN PLASMA 
We consider defocusing mechanisms of electron 

bunches at wakefield excitation by them in plasma. 
Firstly, in nonresonant case due to the lack of coin-

cidence of repetition frequency of bunches and plasma 
frequency ωm≠ωpe the bunches are shifted relatively to a 
wave and some of them get in areas with a large value 

of radial force Fr (Figs. 1-5). Secondly, at finite length 
of bunches ∆ξb their first fronts are defocused, but their 
back fronts are focused.  

We consider the criterion of differentiation of con-
tributions to defocusing of these two mechanisms. The 
effects of these two mechanisms are depended on ob-
servation period tob. Qualitatively the effects of two 
mechanisms (due to ωm≠ωpe and due to ∆ξb≠0) are the 
same, if during the time tob "point" bunches, ∆ξbp≈0, are 
shifted relatively to a wave on tob⎢ωm-ωpe⎢≈(∆ξb/λ)2π 
length of lengthy bunch ∆ξb≠0. If tob<<(∆ξb/λ)2π⎢ωm-
ωpe⎢, then defocusing is determined by ∆ξb≠0. If 
∆ξb<<λ and ωm≠ωpe, then defocusing is determined 
mainly by ωm≠ωpe, if 2π(∆ξb/λ)<tob⎢ωm-ωpe⎢, even if 
tob⎢ωm-ωpe⎢<<π/2. If ∆ξb≈λ/4, and tob≥(∆ξb/λ)π/2⎢ωm-
ωpe⎢, then effects of two are the same.  

Thirdly, defocusing is also determined by the finite 
radius of bunches rb≠0. The phenomenon is determined 
by that if a point bunch is in the maximal longitudinal 
Ez

(max) and zero radial Fr=0 fields, then a bunch of finite 
radius rb≠0 even short, ∆ξb<<λ, at certain conditions 
gets in Fr≠0.  

Fourthly, at leaving of compensative plasma elec-
trons from the axis a wave is warped, so that it becomes 
non-planar, and in kind of a sequence of cones. Then 
the fields Ez and Fr are shifted along z relatively to each 
other (Fig. 8). Then, if before warping the bunches-
pancakes were in Ez

(max) and Fr≈0, then after warping of 
wave the periphery (on r) of bunches-pancakes gets in 
Fr≠0.  

One can note that a wave can be also warped due to 
that at focusing of back fronts of bunches and at defo-
cusing of their first fronts the bunches, exciting a wave, 
are warped. 

Fifthly, even if bunches are in focusing phases, they 
can at the certain conditions are defocused (Figs. 10, 
11) at expansion of the betatron oscillations (the oscilla-
tions in Fig. 9). 

Thus, to defocusing of electron bunches the next 
mechanisms can result:  

1) Shift of bunches relatively to a wave due to 
ωm≠ωpe in nonresonant case. Thus the bunches are 
warped simultaneously (Fig. 7). This warping can effect 
on the wave warping. 
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Fig. 1. Longitudinal wakefield Ez (red), density nb (yellow) and radius of 675 short bunches rb (blue) in nonresonant 

case (electron plasma density is smaller on 3% than resonant one) 

 
Fig. 2. The density of 33 “point” bunches on boundary of injection in nonresonant case  

(electron plasma density is smaller on 3% than resonant one) 

 
Fig. 3. The density of 33 “point” bunches far from the boundary of injection in nonresonant case 

(electron plasma density is smaller on 3% than resonant one) 

 
Fig. 4. Longitudinal wakefield Ez (red), coupling rate <Ez> (black) of bunches with wakefield Ez, density nb (yellow) 

and radius rb (red) of 33 “point” bunches in nonresonant case  
(electron plasma density is smaller on 3% than resonant one) 

 
Fig. 5. The density (yellow) and radius rb (blue) of 33 “point” bunches, radial wakeforce far from the boundary  

of injection in nonresonant case (electron plasma density is smaller on 3% than resonant one) 
 

2) Finite length of bunches ∆ξb≠0 leads to that their 
first fronts are defocused and back fronts are focused 
(Figs. 6, 7). Thus also the bunches are simultaneously 
warped. This can effect on the wave warping. 

3) Dependence on rb≠0. Even if bunches are short 
on z (i.e. they are pancakes), at wave warping (due to 
leaving of compensative plasma electrons) fields Ez and 
Fr are shifted relatively to each other in longitudinal 
direction (see Fig. 8). Thus, if before warping bunches-
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pancakes were in Ez
(max) and Fr≈0, then after wave 

warping the periphery (on r) of bunches-pancakes gets 
in Fr≠0. 

4) Warping of bunches at focusing/defocusing ef-
fects on wave warping. 

5) Broadening of betatron oscillations (see the beta-
tron oscillations in Figs. 9 - 11). 

 

 
Fig. 6. Longitudinal wakefield Ez (red), density nb (yellow) and radius rb (blue) of 675 short bunches 

in resonant case 

 
Fig. 7. Warping of bunches at excitation of wakefield  

in resonant case. The density and radius rb (red)  
of 33 “point” bunches, longitudinal wakefield Ez (red) 

and <Ez> (black) coupling rate of bunches  
with wakefield Ez in resonant case 

 

 
Fig. 8. Shift of Ez and Fr relatively to each other  

in longitudinal direction 

 
Fig. 9. Perturbation of plasma electron density δne (black) in wakefield, excited by 675 resonant electron bunches 

far from the boundary of injection. γb=5 
 

 
Fig. 10. Longitudinal wakefield Ez (red), excited by 675 resonant electron bunches far from the boundary  

of injection, density nb (yellow) and radius rb (blue) of “point” bunches  
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Fig. 11. Electron beam defocusing and over-focusing 

I.e. explanation of "rapid" radial evolution of 
bunches, "point" on z of finite radius, is following. 

Wave warping results in relative shift of Ez and Fr. Con-
sequently, bunches get in maximal Ez and in large Fr. 

At γb→∞ or in the case of strong external magnetic-
field focusing of electron bunches is damped, and Ez

(max) 
becomes smaller, but amplitude is homogeneous along 
the system. 

The betatron oscillations are expanded as follows. 
At first the bunches are focused. Then the bunches are 
defocused because the wakefield amplitude is spatially 
inhomogeneous. Namely, the wakefield decreases to the 
first front of sequence of bunches. 

One can note that the wave warping is a charge-
depending phenomenon. Really, in the case of electron 
bunches the wave is warped in one side (Fig. 12), and in 
the case of positron bunches the wave is warped in 
other side (Fig. 13). 

 
Fig. 12. Wave of ne in the case of electron bunches 

 

 
Fig. 13. Wave of ne in the case of positron bunches 

CONCLUSIONS 
It has been shown that the following mechanisms 

can lead to defocusing of electron bunches: firstly, shift 
of bunches relatively to the wave in nonresonant case; 
secondly, finite length of bunches ∆ξb≠0 results in that 
their first fronts are defocused and back fronts are fo-
cused; thirdly, at the finite radius of bunches even if 
they are short, at a wave warping due to leaving of 
compensative plasma electrons from the axis the fields 
Ez and и Fr are shifted relatively to each other in longi-
tudinal direction and bunches gets in Fr≠0; fourthly, the 
bunch warping at focusing/defocusing can effect on the 

wave warping; fifthly, if bunches are in focusing 
phases, they can be defocused at the certain conditions 
due to expansion of the betatron oscillations. 
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Используя код Lcode, продемонстрированы механизмы дефокусировки электронных сгустков при воз-

буждении кильватерного поля в плазме. 
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дженні кільватерного поля в плазмі. 


